


protest the administrations’ failure to control illegal border crossings.
While the governors have routinely been criticized by Democrats for their immigrant relocation
policies, it was the migrants’ arrival on Martha’s Vineyard that exploded across the country and
produced the rancorous response, including demands that criminal charges be lodged against
the chief executives.
The governors and their supporters accused opponents of the rankest sort of hypocrisy for
boasting their cities were sanctuaries and welcoming to immigrants, only to demand millions in
federal assistance to meet the cost of accommodating them, contending they were ill equipped to
manage the influx or by sending them to neighboring communities.
The Republican governors’ message couldn’t have been more direct: The noble motives and
virtue signaling of elitist Democrats existed only while illegal immigration was confined to the
border states, collapsing quickly when it came to their cities.
While the White House was quick to join the condemnation of the governors’ actions, it drew
increased focus to its record in dealing with the crisis at the southern border.
The administration was not helped by the demonstrably false assertion by Vice President Kamala
Harris that the border was secure. Within days of her comment, U. S. Customs and Border
Protection announced 2.1 million border encounters in the last year - the highest number in
history.
Undaunted, press secretary Karine Jean-Pierre repeated Harris’ claim and - like Harris - argued
the previous administration was responsible.
Democrats were nearly unanimous in condemning the governors, accusing them of cruelty, guilty
of human trafficking and using innocent individuals fleeing violence and official corruption in their
native countries as political pawns.
No evidence to support trafficking allegations has surfaced yet and there is little Democrats can
do to block further transporting migrants to northern cities. The governors have insisted coercion
has not been used, that migrants voluntarily boar a ľ ᵀ urf aunt-P Honccet r
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